
 

 

 

 

 

Dear School Leader, 

Innovation is the future! 

At Sat Paul Mittal School, we firmly believe that change calls for innovation and innovation leads to 

progress. The future of entrepreneurship and Information technology is robust in the coming years. It 

becomes all the important for schools to build an ecosystem for nurturing and converting innovations into 

enterprises. This requires support for start-ups and for incubating young innovators at a nascent stage .In 

sync with this ideology, Sat Paul Mittal School in collaboration AFS India, World Youth Council and 

Microsoft  presents The Satyan Innovation Fest 2019 which brings the two wings of the bird of 

imagination together –  The Start Up Edge and The Satyan Gamification Challenge. 

The Satyan Innovation Fest 2019  brings three exhaustive days of learning , innovation and empowerment 

from 2nd May,2019 to 4th May, 2019.The Fest promises to stimulate innovative  and  entrepreneurial  

mindsets  among  young  people and delve deep into gamification which presents the cutting edge of 

technology  in the ever-changing education system. The most promising idea will receive mentorship and 

representation at the national level. 

SIF celebrates the vast opportunities to explore and assimilate creativity, collaboration and problem 

solving in an immersive environment to fast-track the learning experiences of a student. This 

transformational competition is designed to inspire young people to become innovative change makers 

and to find roots into becoming entrepreneurs at an early age and to create more absorptive and collegial 

learning experience with the power of gaming. This synergy will help us to harness the talent of the young 

minds and help in the emergence of a new generation of innovator-entrepreneurs. 

Your school being a significant member of the education fraternity and a thought leader to spearhead the 

initiative to create a culture of innovation, we look forward to your presence at the Festival. You are 

requested to click on the link for registration https://bit.ly/2EPEeJW 

Should you require any further details, please do not hesitate to contact us at 

spmschool2004@satpaulmittalschool.org 

Let us all innovate to inspire. 

 

 
With regards 
Bhupinder Gogia  
Principal  
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